OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD, RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR
No.SE(PMGSY)Circular/2005/D-236 Dated: 05/09/05

CIRCULAR NO.6/2005

Sub: Technical sanction of estimate of PMGSY works.

The estimates technically sanctioned need not be the copy of STA approved estimate. Any change required, which was not incorporated during STA approval, may be made so that the estimates are complete as per required specification & as per site requirement. The estimates are to be framed on current BSR even if STA approved estimate are on old BSR, however the amount of technical sanction should not exceed STA approved amount and Administrative Sanction in any case.

Chief Engineer, PWD
5/9/05

Copy to the following for information & necessary actions:
1. The Additional Chief Engineer, PWD, Zone: _________(NR)
2. The Incharge PlU, PWD, Circle/Division: _____________
3. The Sr.PA to CE/CE(R)/NH/All SE's & EE's in CE's office

Chief Engineer, PWD
5/9/05